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Transport properties of pure methane have been calculated in the rigid-rotor approximation using the
recently proposed intermolecular potential energy hypersurface #R. Hellmann et al., J. Chem. Phys.
128, 214303 !2008"$ and the classical-trajectory method. Results are reported in the dilute-gas limit
for the temperature range of 80–1500 K. The calculated thermal conductivity values are in very
good agreement with the measured data and correlations. In the temperature range of 310–480 K the
calculated values underestimate the best experimental data by 0.5%–1.0%. We suggest that the
calculated values are more accurate, especially at low and high temperatures, than the currently
available correlations based on the experimental data. Our results also agree well with
measurements of thermal transpiration and of the thermomagnetic coefficients. We have shown that
although the dominant contribution to the thermomagnetic coefficients comes from the Wjj
polarization in the spherical approximation, the contribution of a second polarization, Wj, cannot be
neglected nor can a full description of the Wjj polarization. The majority of the volume viscosity
measurements around room temperature are consistent with the calculated values but this is not the
case at high and low temperatures. However, for nuclear-spin relaxation the calculated values
consistently exceed the measurements, which are mutually consistent within a few percent.
© 2009 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.3098317$

I. INTRODUCTION

The accurate calculation of the transport and relaxation
properties of simple molecular gases directly from the inter-
molecular potential energy hypersurface has recently become
possible.1–8 These calculations provide not only a stringent
test of the accuracy of the potential surface but also an ac-
curate data set at low and high temperatures, where experi-
mental data are more difficult to measure and hence are of
lower accuracy or nonexistent. For methane, which is rel-
evant to a wide variety of topical issues including climate
change and energy sustainability and may even have been
observed9 on an exoplanet, the provision of accurate trans-
port and relaxation properties is important since this reduces
the uncertainty in modeling processes where methane prop-
erties play a major role.

In the first paper of this series,10 to be referred to as I,
results of classical-trajectory calculations for the shear vis-
cosity, viscomagnetic effects, and self-diffusion of pure
methane have been reported. In the present paper we report
on calculations for thermal conductivity, thermomagnetic co-
efficients, volume viscosity, and nuclear-spin relaxation. As
methane has an isotropic polarizability, no depolarized Ray-
leigh light scattering measurements, available for other mol-

ecules studied,1,4,8 are possible. Thus this work completes the
evaluation of transport and relaxation properties of methane.
The calculations of these properties are based on formal ki-
netic theory, which provides a unified description of trans-
port and relaxation phenomena in terms of generalized cross
sections.11 The relevant cross sections have been evaluated
by means of classical-trajectory calculations directly from
the recent ab initio potential.12 This potential has been ad-
justed to and validated against accurate experimental second
pressure virial coefficient data and subsequently its reliability
confirmed using accurate viscosity data.10

The intermolecular potential employed was developed
using the zero-point vibrationally averaged configuration,
which limited the collision dynamics to treating methane
molecules as rigid rotors. Although it was shown10 that re-
sults using the rigid-rotor assumption are consistent with ex-
periment for the viscosity and self-diffusion coefficients of
methane at temperatures up to 1050 K, for thermal conduc-
tivity the neglect of energy transport by vibrationally excited
molecules becomes more questionable. In order to estimate
the influence on the thermal conductivity of neglecting vibra-
tion we have employed the approximation described in our
previous work.5–8 Hence we have corrected, where neces-
sary, the generalized cross sections obtained from the
classical-trajectory calculations based on the rigid-rotor as-
sumption. For carbon dioxide the approximate procedure for
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the inclusion of the effects of the vibrational degrees of free-
dom has been shown7 to lead to good agreement with the
available experimental data on the thermal conductivity and
the thermomagnetic effect.

The transport and relaxation properties are reported in
the temperature range of 80–1500 K. It is not a priori clear
that the classical-trajectory method will retain its accuracy at
low temperatures. Comparison with the quantum calculations
for the He–N2 system13,14 indicates that the accuracy of the
classical-trajectory calculations deteriorates rapidly with de-
creasing temperature. However, as there exist data for ther-
mal conductivity and thermomagnetic effects somewhat be-
low 100 K, these data can be used to estimate the accuracy of
classical-trajectory calculations at such temperatures.

In Sec. II we summarize the basic theory employed and
the results are discussed in Sec. III. A summary and conclu-
sions are presented in Sec. IV.

II. THEORY

A. Thermal conductivity

The thermal conductivity ! of a polyatomic gas at zero
density and in the absence of external fields can be expressed
as11

! =
5kB

2T

2m%v&0

S!1001" − 2rS'1001

1010
( + r2S!1010"

S!1010"S!1001" − S'1001

1010
(2 f!

!n",

!1"

where %v&0=4!kBT /"m"1/2 is the average relative thermal
speed, m is the molecular mass, T is the temperature, and kB
is Boltzmann’s constant. The quantities S!1010", S!1001",
and S! 1001

1010
" are generalized cross sections, and the notation

and conventions employed are fully described elsewhere.10,11

The parameter r is given by

r = '2
5

cint

kB
(1/2

, cint = crot + cvib. !2"

Here cint is the contribution of both the rotational, crot, and
the vibrational, cvib, degrees of freedom to the isochoric heat
capacity cV.

The quantity f!
!n" is the nth-order correction factor for the

thermal conductivity and accounts for the effects of higher
basis-function terms in the perturbation-series expansion of
the solution of the Boltzmann equation.11 Only the second-
order correction factor has been derived for thermal conduc-
tivity, but it includes contributions from both velocity
coupling11,15 and angular-momentum coupling.11,16,17 In sec-
ond order the velocity coupling involves the inclusion of all
the members of the usual basis set11 !10st with s+ t#2. The
resulting expressions18 for thermal conductivity involve 15
generalized cross sections. The contribution due to angular
momentum is dominated by the polarization Wjj and re-
quires the inclusion of the tensorial basis function !1200)1 in
the expansion. The expressions for the thermal conductivity
have been given by Viehland et al.17 and more recently, in an
equivalent but simpler form by Bich et al.5 Our previous

calculations2,3,5,7 indicate that both contributions are small,
of the order of +!1–2"%, and numerous calculations based
on spherical potentials19 confirm this for the velocity-
coupling contribution. Hence the combined second-order
contribution, f!

!2", can be estimated by adding the two contri-
butions. In total, a knowledge of 18 generalized cross sec-
tions is required to calculate the overall second-order contri-
bution using the expressions given by Maitland et al.,18

Viehland et al.,17 or Bich et al.5

Traditionally the solution of Boltzmann’s equation has
been sought by using the basis functions that belong to the
two-flux basis set and results in the expression given by Eq.
!1".11 For thermal conductivity this amounts to treating the
transport of translational and internal energy separately.
Thijsse et al.,20 by using the same basis functions but choos-
ing different scalars, constructed an equivalent total-energy
basis set. In the first approximation in this basis the thermal
conductivity, !10E, is governed by only one generalized cross
section,

!10E =
5kB

2T

2m%v&0

1 + r2

S!10E"
. !3"

This new cross section, S!10E", is a linear combination of
the three cross sections used to describe the thermal conduc-
tivity in the two-flux approach,7,11,20

S!10E" =
1

1 + r2*S!1010" + 2rS'1010

1001
(

+ r2S!1001"+ . !4"

For subsequent analysis of the experimental data on the
closely related process of thermal transpiration we give here
the expression for the dimensionless translational Eucken
factor f tr in terms of the relevant cross sections,

f tr ,
2m!tr

3kB$
-

5
3

S!2000"*S!1001" − rS'1001

1010
(+

S!1010"S!1001" − S'1001

1010
(2

f!,tr
!2"

f$
!3" .

!5"

Here !tr is the contribution of the translational degrees of
freedom to the thermal conductivity and $ denotes the shear
viscosity coefficient. The first terms of Eq. !5" define f tr and
the final term relates this to generalized cross sections and
higher-order correction factors.

B. Thermomagnetic effects

It is well documented11 that in the presence of a mag-
netic !or electric" field the coupling between the velocity and
angular momentum is partially destroyed and the thermal
conductivity coefficient loses its isotropic character. Three
independent thermal conductivity coefficients are necessary
to describe fully the resulting behavior.

When the magnetic field is oriented perpendicular to the
temperature gradient two thermomagnetic coefficients mea-
sure the change in thermal conductivity in the perpendicular,
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%!!, and transverse, !tr, directions. The remaining thermo-
magnetic coefficient %!. measures the change in thermal
conductivity when the field is oriented parallel to the tem-
perature gradient.11

For linear and spherical-top molecules there is over-
whelming experimental evidence that the dominant polariza-
tion needed in the solution of Boltzmann’s equation is Wjj.11

However, this evidence is based on the analysis of the ex-
perimental data by means of a spherical approximation !SA",
which simplifies the working equations.11 It is unclear at
present if small deviations of the experimental data from the
theory are due to the use of the SA or to the neglect of other
polarizations. The current work will allow us to investigate
both possibilities and test the validity of the experimental
analyses based solely on the Wjj polarization.

The general expressions for the thermal conductivity in a
magnetic field due to a single Wjj polarization were first
derived by Tip.21 For conciseness we give here an expression
for the transverse thermomagnetic coefficient only using an
alternative notation:22

!tr

!
= −

&12

2
/5K1'12 + #10Y!2Z − K1" − 2K2K3Z$'12

3 0

(#1 + !9Z2 − 4Y"'12
2 + 4Y2'12

4 $−1. !6"

Similar expressions for the other two coefficients and the
definitions of the quantities KL, Y, and Z are given in Ref. 7.
The dimensionless field parameter 'pq is given by11

'pq =
grot)NkBT

*%v&0

1
S!pq00"0

B

P
. !7"

Here grot is the rotational g factor, )N is the nuclear magne-
ton, B is the magnitude of the magnetic flux density, and P is
the pressure.

The quantity &pq in Eq. !6", which governs the magni-
tude of the contribution for a given pq polarization, is given
by11

&pq =
3
5
1S'1010

pq00
(*rS'1010

1001
( − S!1001"+

+S'1001

pq00
(*S'1010

1001
( − rS!1010"+22
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1001
( + r2S!1010"+2−1

.

!8"

In the SA, in which the collision operator acts separately
on the directions of the velocities and of the angular mo-
menta, it is assumed that S!1200"!1"=S!1200"!0" and K1
=K2=K3=Y =Z=1. Equation !6" then reduces to the well-
known, simple, expression11

!tr

!
= −

1
2

&12
SA#g!'12" + 2g!2'12"$ , !9"

where g!x"=x / !1+x2".

As far as we are aware, no general expressions have
been derived for thermomagnetic effects that include polar-
izations other than Wjj. Hence, the influence of other polar-
izations can only be examined within the spherical-
approximation framework. Inclusion of the Wj polarization
leads to the following expression for the transverse thermo-
magnetic coefficient:

!tr

!
= −

1
2

&12
SA#g!'12" + 2g!2'12"$ + &11

SAg!'11" . !10"

Similar expressions for the other two ratios are given in p.
346 of Ref. 11.

The present calculations provide us with all the cross
sections necessary to calculate the quantities &pq, KL, Y, Z,
and the parameter 'pq, required for the evaluation of the three
thermomagnetic coefficients. Hence we are in a position to
ascertain what influence, if any, inclusion of the second po-
larization, Eq. !10", and/or the full treatment, Eq. !6", has on
the thermomagnetic coefficients obtained by the traditional
approach, Eq. !9".

C. Volume viscosity

The volume viscosity !also known as the bulk viscosity"
can be inferred from measurements of the absorption and
dispersion of ultrasonic waves in the gas.11 As noted by
Prangsma et al.,23 for the analysis of sound-absorption mea-
surements the volume viscosity $V is the fundamental quan-
tity of interest. In this work we limit our investigation to the
contribution to volume viscosity that arises from rotational
relaxation only, as the nature of the intermolecular potential
used in the calculation precludes investigation of the vibra-
tional relaxation process.

The volume viscosity can be written as

#$V$n =
kBcint

cV
2

kBT

%v&0S!0001"
f$V

!n". !11"

The quantity f$V

!n" is the nth-order correction factor for the
volume viscosity and accounts for the effects of higher basis-
function terms in the perturbation-series expansion of the
solution of the Boltzmann equation.11 The explicit expression
for the second-order kinetic theory expression, #$V$2, is
given by Maitland et al.18 We have also investigated employ-
ing a third-order expression, #$V$3, obtained as for the
second-order result18 but by using a basis set11 !00st with s
+ t#3. !See also the discussion in I10 of the analogous
higher-order expressions for the shear viscosity."

A number of experimenters have presented their mea-
surements of sound absorption and dispersion in terms of a
relaxation time +expt. Because the volume viscosity, rather
than the relaxation time, is the fundamental quantity mea-
sured, also because it is for the volume viscosity that higher-
order kinetic theory is available, we have converted these
relaxation time measurements to volume viscosity values us-
ing the first-order kinetic theory relation11

#$V$1 =
kBcintP+VT

cV
2 ,
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#$V$n -
kBcintP+expt

cV
2 , !12"

where +VT is the isothermal relaxation time.23,24 Use of this
equation to convert measured relaxation times to volume vis-
cosity values is only approximately equivalent to analyzing
the measurements in terms of the volume viscosity.

D. Nuclear-spin relaxation

Due to the alignment of the nuclear magnetic moments
when a static magnetic field is present, a weak equilibrium
magnetization occurs in a polyatomic gas. A nonequilibrium
nuclear magnetization can then be caused by absorption of
radio-frequency radiation and the nuclear-spin system will
return to equilibrium. Johnson and Waugh25 and Bloom et
al.26 concluded that spin rotation is the dominant relaxation
mechanism in gaseous methane. Oosting and Trappeniers27

showed that this mechanism is responsible for 90% or more
of the relaxation. Jameson et al.28 estimated that, for meth-
ane, mechanisms other than spin-rotation relaxation give re-
laxation rates orders of magnitude smaller than spin rotation.
In principle two relaxation times are present for 12CH4
molecules11,29 but, in practice, all measurements have been
analyzed using just one. Furthermore, the measurements ap-
pear consistent, within experimental error, with a single re-
laxation time.26,28,29 In this case the cross section governing
the relaxation11 is S!!0100", where the prime indicates that
the contribution from just one of the collision partners is
included. For a fuller discussion see Ref. 8.

III. RESULTS

The classical-trajectory calculations were performed us-
ing an extension of the TRAJECT software code for linear
molecules,30 modified31 to allow for the additional variables
and averaging needed for asymmetric tops. The methane
molecule was represented as a rigid spherical top and the
interaction of two methane molecules is described by a six-
dimensional ab initio intermolecular potential energy
hypersurface.12 All the details of the classical-trajectory cal-
culations and the intermolecular potential are summarized in
I.10

The calculated transport and relaxation cross sections11

relevant to the present paper are characterized by the custom-
ary monotonic decrease with temperature, while some of the
production cross sections11 exhibit a maximum at low tem-
perature. The values of the transport and relaxation cross
sections are, on average, an order of magnitude larger than
those of the production cross sections. Based on the conver-
gence tests, the precision of most of the calculated transport
and relaxation cross sections is estimated to be better than
,0.1%, while the precision of most of the production cross
sections is estimated to be better than ,1.0%, at all except
the very lowest temperatures.

Tables of all the relevant generalized cross sections re-
sulting directly from the classical-trajectory computations
and of the thermal conductivity coefficients calculated in this
work have been deposited with the Electronic Physics Aux-
iliary Publication Service.32

A. Thermal conductivity

1. Vibrational degrees of freedom

To account for the vibrational degrees of freedom we
have corrected, using the methodology and notation de-
scribed in Ref. 7, all the cross sections S! p q s t

p!q!s!t!
"
- with

t+ t!.0 which enter the description of thermal conductivity
both in the absence and presence of the field. In the first-
order approximation for thermal conductivity, n=1 in Eq.
!1", two such cross sections are present. The vibrational cor-
rection for S!1001"rr00 is small and weakly dependent on
temperature and the resulting S!1001"int is at most 6% lower
than S!1001"rr00 at 600 K. Here the subscripts “rr00” and
“int” denote values calculated with and without the vibra-
tional correction, respectively. The vibrational correction for
the production cross section S! 1010

1001
"
int is larger and exhibits a

strong temperature dependence, as already noted for CO2. At
1500 K the ratio S! 1010

1001
"
int /S! 1010

1001
"
rr00 is 0.43. However, at

high temperatures the production cross section is approxi-
mately 30 times smaller than the two transport cross sec-
tions; hence its contribution to the thermal conductivity is
small. The overall effect on the thermal conductivity of cor-
recting the cross sections for the vibrational degrees of free-
dom is almost negligible, of the order of 0.06% at 600 K,
increasing in magnitude to 0.24% at 1500 K. For comparison
the correction at 600 K for CO2, with its low-lying vibra-
tional level, amounted to 5%. Hence, we are confident that
the present calculations, based on the rigid-rotor intermo-
lecular potential, are accurate up to the quoted high-
temperature limit of 1500 K.

2. Second-order contributions

The overall, second-order thermal conductivity correc-
tion factor f!

!2" has been calculated as described in Ref. 7
using the expressions given by Maitland et al.18 and Bich
et al.5 All the relevant cross sections of the type S! 10 s t

10 s! t!
"

with t+ t!#0 that enter these expressions have been cor-
rected for the influence of the vibrational degrees of freedom
using the methodology described in Ref. 7.

Figure 1 illustrates the temperature dependence of the
overall second-order thermal conductivity correction factor
f!

!2". The magnitude of the correction is small, reaching a

FIG. 1. Comparison of the values of the two second-order corrections

f!
!2" !– – – –", f!

!2!" !¯¯¯", and of the rigid-rotor correction f!,rr00
!2" !———"

for the thermal conductivity coefficient.
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maximum value of 0.5% at approximately 550 K. As ex-
pected, the correction is smaller than that observed for car-
bon dioxide.

In order to ascertain the influence of the vibrational de-
grees of freedom we have also calculated the overall second-
order correction factor using the rigid-rotor values for the
cross sections and have labeled the resulting correction
f!,rr00

!2" . As illustrated in Fig. 1, f!,rr00
!2" increases with tempera-

ture, reaching the value of 1.01 at high temperature. Al-
though the vibrational degrees of freedom exert an increas-
ing influence with increasing temperature, their influence on
the magnitude of the overall second-order correction factor is
such that the thermal conductivity would change by less than
0.7%.

Figure 1 also illustrates the temperature dependence of
the second-order thermal conductivity correction factor f!

!2!"

due to the velocity polarization alone. Above temperatures of
about 200 K the magnitude of this correction factor increases
with temperature, reaching a maximum value of approxi-
mately 1.003. By comparing the values of f!

!2" and f!
!2!" it can

be seen that the angular-momentum coupling contribution is
also small, exhibiting a maximum value of 1.0035 at 220 K
but then rapidly decreasing with increasing temperature.

Similarly to viscosity, the angular-momentum coupling
contribution is smaller for methane than for any of the other
three gases studied, especially at temperatures above room
temperature, consistent with the production cross sections,
)S! 1200

10st
"), being smaller for methane.

3. Use of the total-energy basis set

The values of thermal conductivity have been also cal-
culated by means of the Thijsse approximation, Eq. !3". The
agreement with the calculations based on the first-order, two-
flux, approach #Eq. !1" with f!

!n"=1$, is excellent, to better
than ,0.5% over the whole temperature range. This confirms
the finding that for all the molecules studied so far2,3,7 the
Thijsse approximation gives very good estimates of the first-
order thermal conductivity. It also provides further evidence
that a single cross section, S!10E", is sufficient to describe
closely the behavior of the thermal conductivity.

4. Translational Eucken factor

For a number of gases Millat et al.33 performed a series
of thermal transpiration experiments that allow the determi-
nation of the translational Eucken factor f tr #see Eq. !5"$ and
consequently evaluation of the contribution of the transla-
tional degrees of freedom to the thermal conductivity. For
methane, the thermal transpiration experiments were per-
formed in the temperature range of 300–600 K. The primary
pressure-temperature data obtained in the experiments were
analyzed by means of the integrated-dusty-gas model to ob-
tain the values of the translational Eucken factor. These val-
ues were subsequently fitted to a suitable temperature func-
tion and the authors estimated the uncertainty of their results
as ,1%.

Values of f tr were calculated using Eq. !5". The agree-
ment with the values inferred from the thermal transpiration

measurements33 is excellent with deviations decreasing
monotonically with increasing temperature from +1.2% at
300 K to /0.1% at 600 K.

5. Comparison with experiment

Around 1990 several correlations were performed for the
thermal conductivity of methane in the limit of zero
density.34–38 These correlations not only were based on a
critical evaluation of thermal conductivity measurements but
also employed theoretical considerations, especially when
extrapolating to high temperatures.

In Fig. 2 the correlations and selected experimental
data39–52 are compared with the calculations of the present
paper. The hot-wire !HW" method,39,45 the concentric-
cylinders !CC" method,40–44,46 the parallel-plates !PP"
method,50 and the transient hot-wire !THW"
technique47–49,51,52 were used in the measurements of these
data. In principle, the uncertainties associated with these ex-
perimental techniques decrease along this series of methods
toward the THW method. However, most experimenters re-
ported significantly lower error estimates than are accepted
nowadays.

For the development of the zero-density contribution of
their experimentally based correlation for methane Friend et
al.34 used as primary data the results of the THW measure-
ments of Roder49 and of the CC experiments of Le Neindre
et al.43 All the other available data were classified as second-
ary. Using a preliminary version of the residual contribution
of their correlation, Friend et al. adjusted the lowest-density
results of the isothermal measurements at atmospheric pres-
sure of Le Neindre et al.43 to zero density. For Roder’s data49

no such extrapolation was necessary as the tabulated values49

were given in the limit of zero density. It should be noted
that the effect of the initial density dependence of the thermal
conductivity is in fact small and that the adjustment
amounted to no more than 0.2%. Friend et al.35 estimated the

FIG. 2. Deviations of experimental and correlated zero-density thermal con-
ductivity coefficients from values calculated for CH4. Experimental data:
!"" Johnston and Grilly !Ref. 39"; !#" Golubev !Ref. 40"; !"" Misic and
Thodos !Ref. 41"; !$" Sokolova and Golubev !Ref. 42"; !%" Le Neindre et
al. !Ref. 43"; !&" Tufeu et al. !Ref. 44"; !'" Clifford et al. !Ref. 45"; !("
Tanaka et al. !Ref. 46"; !!" Clifford et al. !Ref. 47"; !)" Assael and Wake-
ham !Ref. 48"; !#" Roder !Ref. 49"; !!" Hemminger !Ref. 50"; !$" Millat
et al. !Ref. 51"; !*" Pátek and Klomfar !Ref. 52". Correlations: !———"
Friend et al. !Refs. 34 and 35"; !– – – –" Assael et al. !Ref. 36"; !− ·− ·−·"
Uribe et al. !Refs. 37 and 38".
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uncertainty of their zero-density correlation to be ,2.5% be-
tween 130 and 625 K, the temperature range of the primary
data selected.

Assael et al.36 developed a theoretically based correla-
tion for the zero-density thermal conductivity in the tempera-
ture range of 120–1000 K with uncertainties estimated to be
,2% between 300 and 500 K, ,2.5% at the lowest, and
,4% at the highest temperatures. These uncertainties origi-
nated from the analysis of thermal conductivity measure-
ments, as well as from new theoretical results available at
that time. Experimental THW values47–49,51 were chosen as
primary data sets by Assael et al. They ascribed uncertainties
of ,0.5% to these measurements, apart from those of
Roder49 !,2%". To avoid a limited temperature range, they
also included less reliable values obtained with the HW
technique39,45 #,3% !Ref. 39" and ,1% !Ref. 45"$ and the
CC method44 !,2.5%". They made use of the theoretical
high-temperature limiting behavior of the ratio of the diffu-
sion coefficient for internal energy, Dint, to the self-diffusion
coefficient, D, in order to provide a reliable extrapolation of
the experimental thermal conductivity data.

Uribe et al.37,38 used the THW data of Clifford et al.,47

Assael and Wakeham,48 and Millat et al.51 as primary data
sets for their correlation for methane. Their correlation
scheme combines kinetic theory with an extended principle
of corresponding states to calculate the thermal conductivity
of a series of polyatomic gases at zero density. This scheme
offers somewhat more predictive power than the correlation
of Assael et al.,36 which fits each gas individually. Similarly
to the procedure of Assael et al.,36 kinetic theory has been
used by Uribe et al.37,38 to underpin the extrapolation to high
temperatures. The analysis resulted in a correlation depend-
ing on the high-temperature limiting value of the collision
number for rotational relaxation 0rot

1 and on a crossover tem-
perature Tcross for switching between two relations for the
temperature function of the diffusion coefficient for rota-
tional energy Drot. Both parameters have been treated as ad-
justable and have been fixed individually for each gas. Uribe
et al.38 estimated the uncertainty of their correlation for ! to
be ,1.5% in the temperature range of 300–500 K, deterio-
rating to ,3% at lower and higher temperatures.

In addition to the experimental data considered by the
authors of these three correlations, we included in our com-
parison further experimental values.40,50,52 In particular, the
PP values of Hemminger50 should be very useful, since he
performed careful corrections for the contamination by air
desorbed from the measuring instrument.

Figure 2 illustrates very good overall agreement between
the calculated and measured values. In particular, the calcu-
lated values agree with the correlation of Friend et al.34

within its estimated uncertainty over the whole of the tem-
perature range. Similar agreement is observed with the cor-
relations of Assael et al.36 and of Uribe et al.,37,38 every-
where except in the temperature range of approximately
350–550 K, where the deviations are just outside the claimed
uncertainty of the correlations. The direct comparison with
the experimental data also illustrates very good agreement.
In most cases,39–49,52 the agreement is within the experimen-
tal uncertainty ascribed to the data by correlation developers.

More importantly the calculated values are in excellent
agreement !/0.5% to /1.0%" with the experimental point of
Assael and Wakeham48 at 308 K as well as the data of
Hemminger.50 Based partly on the agreement of Hem-
minger’s measurements on nitrogen, which have already
been discussed by Bich et al.5 !see Fig. 6 in that reference",
both these data sets of Hemminger are considered to be of
very high quality.

The only data set which is in disagreement with the cal-
culated values is the transient HW data of Millat et al.,51

which up to now have been assumed to constitute excellent
primary data. The experimental datum at 425 K is about 4%
higher than both the correlation of Friend et al.34 and the
present calculated value. A detailed inspection of Fig. 2 also
shows that the temperature dependence of the data of Millat
et al.51 disagrees with that of most other data, as well as with
that of our calculated values. It appears that the measure-
ments of Millat et al.51 at higher temperatures are erroneous
and that, at most, only the measurement at 309 K can be
considered as a primary datum.

The experimental data of Millat et al.51 had a strong
impact on the development of the correlations of Assael et
al.36 and Uribe et al.,37,38 as both correlations considered
these as primary data. Hence both correlations mimic, up to
about 400 K, the temperature dependence of these data. Not
surprisingly, the inclusion of this data set in the analysis
leads to a less accurate extrapolation to higher temperature
for both correlations. Based on the good agreement of the
calculated values with all the other high-temperature data
and on the theoretical background of the calculated values of
the present paper, we consider that the values of the thermal
conductivity obtained in this work at high temperatures are
more reliable than the values obtained from the correlations
of Assael et al.36 and of Uribe et al.37,38

Concerning the low-temperature region, although there
also exist differences between the three correlations and our
calculated values, these differences fall within the uncer-
tainty claimed for all the correlations. Because Friend et al.34

and Assael et al.36 selected different experimental values as
primary data, their correlations differ quite significantly at
low temperatures. Based on the agreement of our calculated
values with the experimental data and on similar agreement
observed for viscosity, we consider that the present calcula-
tions provide the best estimate of the thermal conductivity of
methane at temperatures lower than 200 K. Taking account
of the comparison with the available data, especially around
room temperature, and the accuracy of the intermolecular
potential used, we estimate the accuracy of the computed
values to be of the order of ,!1–1.5"% in the complete tem-
perature range between 80 and 1500 K. Values of the calcu-
lated thermal conductivity are included in the information
deposited with the Electronic Physics Auxiliary Publication
Service.32

B. Thermomagnetic effects

Seven independent measurements of thermomagnetic ef-
fects in methane53–59 have been reported. Following the
analysis of the data by the authors and our own analysis, we
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classified the four more recent measurements53,57–59 as pri-
mary. All the measurements were made either in single or
double cylindrical cells placed between two parallel plates
that could be heated. Hermans et al.57 measured the trans-
verse thermomagnetic coefficient at approximately 85 K for
!B / P" values up to 0.076 T/Pa !,100 kOe / torr" with an
accuracy of 15%.59 Shortly afterwards Hermans et al.58 car-
ried out measurements of the two longitudinal coefficients,
%!! /! and %!. /!, at 300 K at !B / P" values of up to 0.076
T/Pa !,100 kOe / torr", with an estimated accuracy of 3%–
5%. As both longitudinal coefficients have been measured in
the same apparatus, the authors assumed that cancellation of
systematic errors will make the ratio of the two coefficients
accurate to 2%. Both longitudinal coefficients were further
measured by Heemskerk et al.59 at about 85 K at !B / P"
values of up to 0.16 T/Pa !,220 kOe / torr" with an esti-
mated accuracy of 5%. Subsequently, Heemskerk et al.53

measured the coefficients %!! /! and %!. /! at 150 and 200
K at !B / P" values of up to 0.06 T/Pa !,80 kOe / torr", with
uncertainties estimated at 2% for the ratio of these coeffi-
cients and 3% for their values at saturation, i.e., at high B / P
values.

For the thermomagnetic coefficients %!! /! and %!. /!
Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the calculated values
and the available experimental data !read from the published
figures" at 300 K.58 Although it is clear that the dominant
contribution comes from Wjj polarization, a single polariza-
tion cannot represent the experimental data within their un-
certainties. Hence, to provide an improved description of the
thermomagnetic effect, we tested the two approaches dis-
cussed in Sec. II B. As illustrated in Fig. 3, using the full
Wjj expression without making the SA will lower the values
of the two coefficients and improve the agreement with the
experiments. At saturation the full description lies about 7%
below the SA values.

Taking a different approach and retaining the SA but
invoking a second polarization, Wj, results also shown on
the figure, again leads to better agreement with experiment,
yielding a lowering of the saturation values, !%!! /!"sat and

!%!. /!"sat, by 3% and 9%, respectively, from the SA values
with just the Wjj polarization. There is currently no theory
which provides a full treatment, without the SA, in terms of
two polarizations. Considering that the effects of both im-
provements are small, less than 10%, we estimated their
overall effect by adding the two effects. The overall longitu-
dinal thermomagnetic coefficients estimated in this way are
consistent with the experimental data, the slight overestimate
of the experimental data being just outside the quoted uncer-
tainties.

Figure 4 shows a similar comparison between the calcu-
lated and measured values of the longitudinal thermomag-
netic coefficients at 200 K.53 Based on the entries in Table III
of this reference, we have taken the measured values from
Fig. 7, as the caption appears to have been interchanged with
that for Fig. 6. While the contributions due to the full treat-
ment of Wjj, or the addition of the Wj polarization, decrease
slightly with temperature, both these corrections are still nec-
essary in order to get good agreement with experiment. The
values of the %!! /! and %!. /! coefficients calculated by
combining the two effects are in very good agreement with
the experimental data.

Finally, Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the calculated
values of all three thermomagnetic coefficients, %!! /!,

FIG. 3. Comparison of the measurements of Hermans et al. !Ref. 58" of the
thermomagnetic effect at 300 K with the present calculations. Experimental
values: !"" −%!! /!; !!" −%!. /!. Calculations: !− ·− ·−·" Wjj polarization,
SA only; !– – – –" Wjj polarization, full calculation; !— — —" Wjj+Wj
polarizations, both using the SA; !———" Wjj polarization, full calcula-
tion, combined with Wj polarization, SA. The error bars shown correspond
to the estimated experimental uncertainty !Ref. 58" of ,5%.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the measurements of Heemskerk et al. !Ref. 53" of
the thermomagnetic effect at 200 K with the present calculations. Symbols
and lines are the same as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the measurements of Heemskerk et al. !Ref. 59" and
of Hermans et al. !Ref. 57" of the thermomagnetic effect at about 85 K with
the present calculations. Experimental values: !"" −%!! /!; !!" −%!. /!;
!)" −!tr /!. Lines are the same as in Fig. 3. The error bars shown for !tr /!
correspond to the estimated experimental uncertainty of ,15%.
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%!. /!, and !tr /!, with the available experimental data at
about 85 K.57,59 Note that these data are available at a wider
range of !B / P" values than those at the other temperatures.
The agreement with the experimental data is excellent and
not only are the two longitudinal coefficients reproduced
within the experimental error, but so also is the transverse
coefficient. The good agreement observed at such a low tem-
perature is encouraging for the use of a classical-trajectory
calculation.

Heemskerk et al.53 analyzed the data53,58,59 on the ther-
momagnetic coefficients %!! /! and %!. /! of methane to
draw some conclusions about the variation with temperature
of a number of parameters and cross sections. We will not
carry out the comparison at the level of cross sections, as
these were unduly influenced by the analysis of the experi-
mental databased only on the dominant polarization Wjj in
the SA. However it is useful to compare with quantities that
could be extracted more directly from the experimental data.

One such quantity is the saturation value of the longitu-
dinal thermomagnetic coefficients. Although Heemskerk et
al.53 obtained these quantities by extrapolating the experi-
mental data using equations based on the dominant polariza-
tion, Wjj, and the SA, the extent of the data is such that the
extrapolation was carried out in the region where the sensi-
tivity to these approximations is small.

Figure 6 shows the comparison between the best calcu-
lated values of the perpendicular thermomagnetic coefficient
at saturation, !%!! /!"sat, and the values obtained from the
experimental analysis. The agreement between the calculated
and the measured values53 decreases somewhat with increas-
ing temperature. At the lowest temperature of the measure-
ments !at about 85 K" the calculated value of 1.94(10−3 is
well within the experimental uncertainty of the quoted value,
!1.95,0.1"(10−3, while at the highest temperature, 300 K,
the calculated value of 2.98(10−3 slightly overestimates the
quoted value of !2.75,0.1"(10−3. The position !B / P"1/2

! ,
that is the !B / P" value for which the !%!! /!" curve reaches
half the saturation value, not shown in Fig. 6, is also in very
good agreement at low temperature: 19.1 mT/Pa compared
with the quoted value of 19.8,1.0 mT /Pa. At 300 K the

calculated value of 4.67 mT/Pa underestimates the quoted
value of 5.1,0.2 mT /Pa. This is not surprising considering
that at 300 K the SA description based on a single Wjj
polarization is more in error and the value of !B / P"1/2

! is
sensitive to the shape of the function used for its determina-
tion.

Heemskerk et al.53 also quoted a value of !%!! /%!."sat
as a function of temperature. If only the single polarization
Wjj is included, this ratio, in the SA, is independent of tem-
perature and equal to 1.5. Our results indicate that, using the
full Wjj expression, the value of this ratio changes only
slightly, from 1.50 to 1.51, the value being nearly indepen-
dent of temperature. However, if one includes the second
polarization, Wj, in a spherical-approximation description,
our calculations indicate a stronger temperature variation:
from 1.54 at 80 K to 1.59 at 300 K and 1.7 at 1500 K. Hence,
as noted by Hermans et al.,58 the ratio !%!! /%!."sat is rather
useful as its deviation from 1.5 primarily shows the influence
of additional polarizations. Figure 6 illustrates the compari-
son between the calculated values of this ratio and the values
obtained from the experimental analysis.53 The measured
values are reproduced to within ,3%, which is just outside
their estimated uncertainty.

C. Volume viscosity

Before the comparison with experiment we consider the
magnitude and the temperature dependence of the higher-
order corrections to the volume viscosity. The second-order
correction is below 2% at 80 K, increasing to about 10% at
room temperature and rising to 18% at 1500 K. The third-
order result differs from the second-order result by less than
0.2% at temperatures up to 1500 K. The second-order cor-
rection is larger than those found for carbon monoxide4 and
carbon dioxide7 but smaller than that found for nitrogen.2

Sound-absorption and, in some cases, sound dispersion,
measurements in methane have been performed by Kelly60 at
314 K, Holmes et al.61 at 303 K, Hill and Winter62 at 298,
573, 773, and 1073 K, Kistemaker et al.63 at 308.3 K, and
Prangsma et al.23 at 77.1, 180, 260, and 293 K. Of these, all
except Prangsma et al.23 analyzed their results in terms of a
relaxation time. We have converted these relaxation time val-
ues to volume viscosity values using Eq. !12". Figure 7
shows the comparison between our theoretical results and the
measurements. The inset enlarges the region around room
temperature. If an experimental uncertainty has been quoted
we have shown it in the figure. For the measurement of
Kelly60 we have taken the uncertainty as the difference
!18%" between values he obtained using the sound-
absorption and the sound dispersion methods of analyzing
his data.

The lowest temperature measurements, those at 77 and
180 K, uncertainty of ,10%, exceed the calculated values
by about 55% and 25%, respectively. For the
measurements23,60–62 around room temperature,
293–314 K, our result is consistent with that of Prangsma
et al.23 at 293 K but about 20% below the other measure-
ments !derived from relaxation times", although the uncer-
tainties of two of these are comparable with the difference.

FIG. 6. Comparison between thermomagnetic coefficients at saturation ob-
tained from the experimental analysis !Ref. 53" with the present full calcu-
lations as described in the text. Left ordinate: !−%!! /!"sat; !!" experimental
values; !———" calculations. Right ordinate: !%!! /%!."sat; !"" experimen-
tal values; !– – – –" calculations.
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While the high-temperature, 773 K, result of Hill and
Winter62 is within 20% of the calculated value, at 1073 K the
calculated value is more than twice that inferred from the
measured relaxation time. We note that the vibrational relax-
ation time inferred by Hill and Winter62 at 298 K, 1.86 )s, is
almost double that measured more recently by Trusler and
Zarari,64 0.997,0.006 )s at 300 K.

Theory is generally consistent with the measurements,
particularly when it is recalled23 that a small error in the
primary quantity measured, the sound-absorption coefficient,
causes a relatively large error in derived quantities such as
$V. Examining the temperature dependence of the data of
Hill and Winter62 in the whole of the measured range !298–
1073 K" one comes to the conclusion that the accuracy of the
highest temperature value may be relatively low. In this case
the separation of the rotational and vibrational contributions
to the measurements may need further refinement.

More recently, measurements of relaxation in free jets
have been used by Abad et al.65 to infer a value of the rota-
tional relaxation cross section, S!0001". Because of the na-
ture of these experiments the authors were able to conclude
only that the expression S!0001"!T"=5.0 Å2!298 K /T"0.9

was consistent with their measurements over the temperature
range of 15–100 K. From their Fig. 9, indicating the range of
cross section values compatible with their measurements, we
have inferred an uncertainty of between 25% and 35%. We
note that this result is consistent with that of Prangsma et
al.23 at 77.1 K, discussed above. At this temperature the
third-order result for the volume viscosity differs from the
first-order result by about 3%. At a temperature of 100 K the
calculated value of S!0001" is about 50% larger than the
value of Abad et al.,65 so outside their estimated uncertainty
of about 35%.

Strekalov66 analyzed Q-branch Raman line-shape data at
295 K to infer a value for S!0001" of 5.4 Å2, compared to
the calculated value of 7.2 Å2. As Strekalov66 did not pro-
vide any estimate of the uncertainty in his value, necessarily
obtained via an elaborate analysis, it is difficult to assess the
significance of the apparent discrepancy with theory.

In He–N2 collisions14 quantal effects for S!0001" are

less than 4% for temperatures above 77 K. However, while
the rotor constant for nitrogen is 2.01 cm−1, that for methane
is 5.4 cm−1 and, because of the nuclear-spin symmetry,
methane has more complex selection rules for transitions be-
tween rotational energy levels. Hence quantal effects may be
significant at low temperatures.

D. Nuclear-spin relaxation

Bloom et al.26 measured the relaxation of the proton
spins in methane for temperatures between 100 and 300 K.
These measurements were complemented by Lalita and
Bloom,67 who covered the temperature range from room
temperature to 700 K. They noted that their expression for
the cross section as a function of temperature was consistent
with earlier measurements at or below room
temperature.25,26,68,69 Other measurements at temperatures of
194.75, 273.15, and 298.15 K were reported at about the
same time by Gerritsma et al.70 For these we have employed
the values at the lowest number density for which results are
reported. Jameson et al.28 repeated the measurements of pro-
ton spin relaxation and extended these measurements to the
relaxation of the 13C nuclear spin in 13CH4 for temperatures
between 230 and 400 K. The analogous spin-rotation relax-
ation mechanism applies. The relative error in the relaxation
time was estimated28 to be typically less than 1% and the
uncertainty in the inferred cross section values was about
2%. The proton spin relaxation measurements appear consis-
tent, within experimental error, with a single relaxation
time.26,28,29

Calculated values of S!!0100" are compared in Fig. 8
with the values inferred from the measurements.26,28,67,70

Agreement among the measured values is good. The theoret-
ical results are consistently higher than the experimental val-
ues based on proton relaxation by about 25% at 100 K, 27%
at room temperature, and 50% at 700 K. For the tempera-
tures of 230–400 K for which 13C results are also available,
the difference from the calculated values is about 4%
smaller. It should be realized that the analysis of the 13C
nuclear-spin relaxation does not require such an elaborate

FIG. 7. Comparison of experimentally based values for the volume viscosity
with the present calculations. Values inferred from rotational relaxation
times: !$" Kelly !Ref. 60"; !"" Holmes et al. !Ref. 61"; !#" Hill and Winter
!Ref. 62"; !'" Kistemaker et al. !Ref. 63". Experimental volume viscosity
data: !!" Prangsma et al. !Ref. 23". Calculations: !– – – –" first-order
theory; !———" third-order theory.

FIG. 8. Comparison of values of the cross section S!!0100" inferred from
nuclear-spin relaxation measurements with the present calculations. Experi-
mental values: !¯¯¯" Bloom et al. !Ref. 26" and Lalita and Bloom !Ref.
67", using 1H; !!" Gerritsma et al. !Ref. 70", using 1H; !— — —" Jameson
et al. !Ref. 28", using 1H; !– – – –" Jameson et al. !Ref. 28", using 13C. This
work: !———".
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discussion29 as that for the four proton spins in 12CH4. This
quite independent measurement using 13C nuclear-spin relax-
ation gives strong confirmation of the accuracy of the series
of measurements of S!!0100" using 12CH4.

For carbon dioxide the calculated value8 of the S!!0100"
cross section using three different potential surfaces gener-
ally underestimated the value obtained by Jameson et al.71

from NMR relaxation measurements. In carbon monoxide
the calculated value4 overestimated the corresponding mea-
sured value. In nitrogen the calculated values72 were broadly
consistent with the measurements for both the S!!0100" and
S!!02̂00" cross sections. Clearly NMR observations are
among the most difficult to reproduce accurately.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated the values of the thermal conductiv-
ity, thermomagnetic effects, thermal transpiration, volume
viscosity, and nuclear-spin relaxation by means of the
classical-trajectory method using a full anisotropic rigid-
rotor methane-methane potential energy hypersurface.

For thermal conductivity very good agreement is ob-
tained between the calculated and measured values. In most
cases the agreement with the primary experimental data is
within the uncertainty ascribed to the data by the correlation
developers. The comparison with the most accurate experi-
mental data by Assael and Wakeham48 and Hemminger50

shows relatively constant deviations of /0.5% to /1.0% in
the temperature range of 310–480 K indicating that, analo-
gous to viscosity, a correction at room temperature to the
calculated values of the thermal conductivity of the order of
/0.5% could be appropriate.

The influence of the vibrational degrees of freedom and
the second-order contribution were established to be small,
less than 0.2% and 0.5%, respectively, in thermal conductiv-
ity. The Thijsse approximation, Eq. !3", gave very good es-
timates, in line with the findings for other molecules studied.
Overall, the theoretical background of the calculated thermal
conductivity values is well founded, and their uncertainty is
estimated to be of the order of ,!1–1.5"%. These calcula-
tions are expected to be more reliable than the correlations
currently available in the open literature, as well as most of
the measurements in the complete temperature range be-
tween 80 and 1500 K. While the temperature dependence of
the calculated values at high temperatures should be very
reliable, quantal effects cannot be excluded at low tempera-
tures. Good agreement is also obtained with the values in-
ferred from thermal transpiration experiments for the trans-
lational Eucken factor f tr.

We have made use of our calculation of the thermomag-
netic effect to establish the influence of a second polarization
and of the full treatment on the thermomagnetic coefficients.
Although the dominant contribution comes from the Wjj
polarization in the SA, the influence of the second polariza-
tion Wj and of the full Wjj description should not be ig-
nored. At saturation the combined effect of the latter two
contributions is of the order of 10%–15% at room tempera-
ture.

Measurements of the thermomagnetic effect are in very
good agreement with the calculated values over the whole
temperature range !85–300 K" examined. It is especially en-
couraging that all three thermomagnetic coefficients at 85 K
are reproduced within their experimental accuracy as this
gives further support for the use of classical-trajectory calcu-
lations at such low temperatures. Further good agreement
was observed with the measured values of the longitudinal
thermomagnetic coefficients at saturation and also with the
position of the half-saturation value. The agreement at room
temperature was just outside the claimed uncertainty.

The experimental data for volume viscosity are charac-
terized by much larger uncertainty than for other properties
studied. The claimed uncertainty of the individual data sets,
more often than not, is much less than the differences ob-
tained between what should be comparable data sets from
independent observations. Furthermore, most of the available
values have been inferred from the measurements of the re-
laxation times by means of an approximate relationship.
Nevertheless, the majority of the measurements around room
temperature yielding the volume viscosity are consistent with
the calculated values. At high and low temperatures our cal-
culated values underestimate and overestimate, respectively,
the measured data by approximately 20%–100%. It is pos-
sible that at low-temperatures quantal effects might influence
the volume viscosity more than they do thermal conductivity
and thermomagnetic effects. However, at high temperatures
we believe that the claimed accuracy of the experimental
values may be rather optimistic and that further refinement of
the separation of the rotational and vibrational contributions
should be undertaken.

A number of available nuclear-spin relaxation data sets
from different laboratories are mutually consistent within a
few percent. However, the calculated values of nuclear-spin
relaxation, sensitive primarily to the anisotropy, consistently
exceed the measurements by between approximately 25%
and 50% in the temperature range of 100–700 K. For other
molecules studied the nuclear-spin relaxation data were also
difficult to reconcile with the calculated values. The reason
for this disagreement is unclear at this stage. However, the
theory is not as well tested as that for the thermal conductiv-
ity and the thermomagnetic properties.

Measurements are also available for the volume
viscosity23,61,73 and the nuclear-spin relaxation74 of tetradeu-
teromethane. These will be discussed in a separate publica-
tion.
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